
Informed business decisions require reliable and precise data. Data governance is the key to this. It
eliminates redundancies, establishes efficient processes and optimizes the use of resources.
The result - increased efficiency in everything you do.

Take the Data Act, AI Act, or NIS2 - these new guidelines are forcing you and your company to give some
serious consideration to your dataset. Compliance needs new best practices in data processing, data
security, and data handling. What we need is data governance.

Robust data governance includes comprehensive security policies. This protects sensitive data from cyber
attacks and ensures that only authorized individuals have access. The result: increased securityand integrity
of your company data.

An actionable data governance program strengthens stakeholder confidence in your company’s data quality
and reporting. The result is heightened confidence of customers,investors and business partners in your
brand, which creates a solid basis for long-term relationships.

1. Because you have to!

3. Because it makes you trustworthy!

4. Because it protects your data!

2. Becasue you and your business will thrive!

No? Four Reasons to Tone It Up Now!

Are you Fit for Data?

vertrieb@it-ps.at www.it-ps.at
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Collaboratively, we set up business terms and
implement suitable data tools.

We define clear data responsibilities and train
future holders of the role of data steward.

We teach your teams the world of data and develop a
road map for your path to data governance.

We give you the latest news about EU legislation
concerning the data market, security guidelines, and
ways to get more out of your data.

We use structured data for business intelligence and
AI projects to up the yield from your data.

Kick-off Event

To understand your data‘s potential and fully harvest it,
contact us: vertrieb@it-ps.at

Specific Data Projects

"Find your Data" Workshop
withSpecialist Department(s)

Establishing Responsibilities

C-Level Data ExcellenceLeadership Summit

In-depth expertise and many years’ worth of experience make us at IT-PS an
ideal partner for your ventures in the world of data.

In five simple steps we guide you to your data future.

www.it-ps.at
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